
A Hybrid Branh & Bound Algorithm forBound Constrained OptimizationIoannis A. Nikas1, George S. Androulakis2, and Theodoula N. Grapsa11 Department of Mathematis,University of Patras,GR-265.04, Rio, Greee2 Department of Business Administration, University of Patras,GR-265.04, Rio, GreeeAbstrat. In this work a hybrid branh & bound algorithm is pro-posed for �nding the global minimum of a twie-di�erentiable nonlin-ear funtion with onstant bound onstraints. The proposed hybridiza-tion onsists in �nding eÆient initial points for the lassi Newton'smethod, used for unonstrained optimization problems, utilizing an in-terval branh & bound approah, the Hull Interval Newton method, amethod for solving interval equations. In partiular, the Hull IntervalNewton method is employed for �nding regions where the objetive fun-tion is loally quadrati, or regions near to areas where the objetivefuntion is loally quadrati. The lassi Newton's method is initializedby points from these regions, aiming to onverge rapidly to a loal mini-mizer. Utilizing properly the found loal minima, new regions are arisen,and, �nally, the proposed proedure onverges to a global minimizer ofthe objetive funtion. The above assertions are veri�ed by the statednumerial results.1 IntrodutionIn this work a new methodology is introdued for �nding the global minimumof a funtion with onstant bound onstraints,minx2[x℄0 f(x); (1)where f : D � R ! R is onsidered to be a twie-di�erentiable nonlinearfuntion and [x℄0 the initial searh interval. The problem (1) is ommonly arisenin real-time appliations and di�erent kind of methods have proposed for solvingit (e.g. see [1℄).A simple and trivial approah on solving (1) is the employing of Newton'smethod for solving f 0(x) = 0: (2)It is well-known that under spei� assumptions and onditions, e.g. a hoie ofproper initial point, Newton's method provides quadrati onvergene. Hene,a good hoie of an initial point a�ets ritially the overall performane andmakes Newton's method an attrative one for solving (2).



From the other hand, the adoption of an interval branh-and-bound method-ology (e.g. see [1℄, [2℄) returns with ertainty all the global minimizers of theobjetive funtion. However, in ontrast with their reliability, interval methodsremain time-onsuming, while a great amount of funtion evaluations is neededto arrive to the �nal results.Reently, Nikas et al. in [3℄, presented a new algorithm, named GOHIN, to�nd all global minimizers of f , by solving properly interval equation using HullInterval Newton (HIN) method (Nikas and Grapsa in [4℄), instead of using tradi-tional interval tehniques. The driving fore of this approah is the simultaneousimprovement of the bounds of the global minimum f� at eah iteration, untilthe solutions are found.The main idea of the presented work is to enhane Newton's method, om-bining it with interval branh-and-bound methods to derive a fast, simple andreliable algorithm for �nding the global minimum and a global minimizer of theobjetive funtion f . Partiularly, the main interval branh-and-bound frame-work will be used to produe bounds for global minimum and minimizers, as wellas it will assure that at least a global minimizer will be bounded in arbitraryauray. The HIN sheme will produe regions where the objetive funtion isloally quadrati, or regions near to areas where the objetive funtion is loallyquadrati. Initial points from suh regions, usually make Newton's method toonverge to a loal minimizer. Utilizing properly the found loal minima, new re-gions are arisen, and, �nally, the proposed method arrives to a global minimizerof the objetive funtion.The paper is organized as follows. In Set. 2 the issue of interval equationis stated. In Set. 3 the proposed idea is presented, while in Set. 4 severalnumerial examples are given. Finally, some perspetives of the proposed ideasare disussed in Set. 5.2 Interval Equations and Global OptimizationIn [3℄, the authors redued the minimization problem (1) to the solving of aproper interval equation. In partiular, if f� is onsidered to be the global min-imum of the objetive funtion f in a searh interval [x℄, then the zeros of thefollowing equation g(x) = f(x)� f� = 0:will be the set of all global minimizers x� of f over [x℄. Let ~f and f be the bestknown upper and lower, respetively, bounds of f�. Solving the interval equationG(x) = 0, where G(x) = f(x)� hf; ~fi 3 f(x)� f�; (3)we get enlosures that ontain all global minimizers of f . The interval equa-tion (3) is solved by using the HIN method ([4℄), a variane of interval Newtonmethod. The HIN method, using a new formulation of interval arithmeti, thehull interval arithmeti, bounds the endpoints of an interval zero and �nds guar-anteed interior parts of it (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. The objetive funtion and the orresponding interval one.A series of experiments with interval equations (3), showed that we an takebetter ~f by updating it from interior points of an interval zero [x�; x�℄. In ad-dition, sine the endpoints of an interval zero are lying on the x-axis, we andedue that there exists at least one loal minimum inside the region of intervalzero and therefore there exists at least a region where f is loally quadrati.Thus, a hoie of an initial point from interval (x�; x�) seems to be promisingfor Newton's method.The �nding of an interval zero of an interval equation is time-onsuming andneeds a great amount of funtion evaluations. So, in pratie, it is pointless tolook for suh regions. However, we an extrat, almost e�ortless, an interior part[r℄ of interval zero, by applying the HIN operator, as it is proved in [4℄. Therefore,sine [r℄ � [x℄�, [r℄ has similar properties with [x℄�.3 The Proposed AlgorithmThe basi notion of the presented idea starts by solving the equation (2) usingthe Newton's method. Instead of hoosing randomly a point from the searhinterval, a point inside an interval zero of (3) is seleted and, partiularly, apoint inside a subset [r℄ of [x℄�. Atually, the random hoie is not eliminated,but the point seletion is done from a smaller interval, with better perspetives.The derivation of subset [r℄ is done through the onstrution and solution of(3). Hene, an upper bound ~f of f� is evaluated over a suitable interior point ofsearh interval (initially, the left endpoint of searh interval is hosen), a lowerbound f of f is estimated through the range estimation of f over the searhinterval and then (3) is onstruted. The appliation of HIN operator over G(x)results to an interval [r℄ and the initial point for Newton's method is hosento be the midpoint of [r℄ � [x℄. It is noted, that, until an interval [r℄ is found,parts of searh interval that ontains with ertainty no global minimizers aredisarded and the searh interval is getting thinner or is splitted to smaller ones.This re�nement improves, at the same time, the lower bound of f�. To seurethe improvement of the lower bound of f� at eah iteration a bisetion sheme isused. The resulting searh intervals are stored in a working list, sorted by theirorresponding lower bound f , for further onsideration.



Despite the establish of better onditions for Newton's method, the diret�nding of a loal minimizer of f is not always aomplishable. Thus, we set asprimary target the improvement of the upper bound of f� at every iterationof the algorithm instead of seeking exhaustively loal minimizers and minima,avoiding in this way loal minima that are higher than ~f . However, the idealbehavior of our approah would be the �nding of a loal minima at eah iterationtill a global one is found.Thus, if x is the result point of Newton's method and f = f(x) < ~f , thenx is onsidered as andidate global minimizer. If this is not the ase and f � ~for x 62 [x℄, then x = mid([r℄) is hosen as andidate global minimizer. Finally,~f is updated by f.To omplete the overall proess at k-th iteration, some termination rulesare applied to the new andidate global minimizer. The �rst riterion is jxk �xk�1 j � ", usually, used in Newton's method, while the seond one, fwid([x℄k)or wid(F ([x℄k))g � ", in interval methods. If one of these termination rules isful�lled then the andidate global minimizer is aepted as a global minimizerof f . The Alg. 1 summarizes our proposal.Algorithm 1 Hybrid Branh & Bound Algorithm for Global Optimization1: funtion HBBA([x℄0; f)2: W := f[x℄0g3: ~f = f(xo), xold = xo4: while (W 6= fg) do5: Selet [x℄ from working list W6: f([x℄) = �f; f�7: HIN(G(x) = f � [f ; ~f ℄; [x℄; [r℄)8: if (wid([x℄) � " or wid(F ([x℄)) � ") then return x, W9: Newton(f 0(x); f 00(x);mid([r℄); xnew )10: if (f(x) � ~f) then x = mid([r℄)11: if (��xnew � xold �� � ") then return x, W12: ~f = f(xnew ), xold = xnew13: Biset([x℄; [x℄1; [x℄2)14: Store [x℄1;2 in W15: end while16: end funtion4 Numerial ResultsThe proposed idea is illustrated on a set of �ve nonlinear equations taken from[5℄. These test funtions have one global minimizer and several loal ones as itis shown in the next Table 1, where No, denotes the problem's number, SI thesearh interval, LM the number of loal minimizers, GM the number of globalminimizers, f� the global minimum and x� the global minimizer of f .



Table 1. Desription of test funtionsNo Funtion f(x) SI LM GM f� x�1 e�3x � sin3x [0,20℄ 4 1 e�27�2 � 1 14.1371672 P5k=1�os[(k + 1)x℄ + 4 [0.2,7℄ 7 1 -1 2�3 (x� x2)2 + (x� 1)2 [-10,10℄ 1 1 0 14 (3x� 1:4)sin(18x) + 1:7 [0.2,7℄ 21 1 -17.582872 6.8945315 2x2 � 3100 e�(200(x�0:0675))2 [-10,10℄ 1 1 -0.020903 0.067388As it is desribed in the previous setions, the proposed algorithm enhanethe Newton's method to arrive with ertainty in a global minimizer. To illustratethis enhanement, Newton's method is applied on the above set of funtions,initializing the method from a grid of 21 points, over the initial searh interval.The numerial results of both methods, Newton's and the proposed one, areshown in Table 2, where FE denotes the total funtion evaluations (funtionsTable 2. The numerial performane of the proposed method and Newton's one.No Newton HBBAFE AFE % NC FE BIS LL CI %1. 540 25.71 4.76 4 174 3 6 5 1002. 192 9.14 4.76 2 104 1 4 3 1003. 440 20.95 100.00 2 152 1 17 16 1004. 200 9.52 4.76 3 172 2 8 7 1005. 82 3.90 0.00 3 212 2 12 11 100and derivatives), AFE the average funtion evaluations needed for Newton'smethod at eah starting point, the symbol % denotes the perentage of �ndingsuessfully the global minimizer, NC, BIS, LL the number of Newton alls,bisetions and maximum list length needed by the proposed algorithm and CIthe number of remaining andidate intervals in the working list. It is noted thateah interval funtion evaluation is onsidered as two real ones in order to makethe omparison attainable.The presented results were taken using auray " = 10�8 for all used meth-ods. The maximum iterations for Newton's method is 20 iterations. The numeri-al results of our method were taken using Intlab pakage for veri�ed omputing[6℄. The graphs were drawn using a funtion, dediated to interval equations,written in Matlab3.3 http://www.math.upatras.gr/~nikas/soft/



5 Final remarksIn this work we onsider the problem of �nding with ertainty the global min-imum and a global minimizer of a twie-di�erentiable nonlinear funtion overa losed interval. The main idea is the ombination of Newton's method, withan interval branh-and-bound methodology, whih onsiders (1) as a problemof solving an interval equation, with promising results. By using an intervalmethodology the overall approah intends to produe "good" initial points forthe lassi Newton's method, as well as, provides a ertainty in �nding the globalminimum.However, the proposed hybridization seems to have plenty of aspets thatmust be investigated. If we onsider the new method from the view of intervalones, we will see that a series of aeleration devies an be used to improve theoverall performane of the proposed method. In addition, sine the method storesall the andidate intervals, the set of all global minimizers an be found. If weonsider the method from the view of real ones, then, several real methods anreplae the Newton's one, to extend the proposed idea to di�erentiable nonlinearfuntions.All the above mentioned ideas, as well as, the generalization of the newapproah to problems of dimension n, are issues for our future researh.Referenes1. Neumaier, A.: Complete searh in ontinuous global optimization and onstraintsatisfation. In: Ata Numeria. Volume 13. Cambridge University Press (2004)271{3692. Hansen, E., Walster, G.: Global Optimization Using Interval Analysis: Revised AndExpanded. 2nd edn. Pure and Applied Mathematis. Marel Deker, In., New York,Basel (2004)3. Nikas, I., Grapsa, T., Androulakis, G.: Global optimization via interval equations.In: Global Optimization via Interval Equations, Proeedings of 23rd Conferene onOperational Researh (Euro XXIII 2009), Bonn (July 2009) 2494. Nikas, I., Grapsa, T.: Bounding the zeros of an interval equation. Appl. Math.Comput. 213(2) (July 2009) 466{4785. Casado, L., Mart��nez, J., Gar��a, I., Sergeyev, Y.: New interval analysis supportfuntions using gradient information in a global minimization algorithm. J. Glob.Optim. 25 (2003) 345{3626. Rump, S.: INTLAB - INTerval LABoratory. In Csendes, T., ed.: Developmentsin Reliable Computing. Kluwer Aademi Publishers, Dordreht (1999) 77{104http://www.ti3.tu-harburg.de/rump/.


